
Strategic Partnerships
Pathways are the core partnerships
Library building and awareness building have 
created a critical mass of value that enables new 
kinds of partnerships
We no longer expect that users must come to 
nsdl.org
NSDL as socio-technical middleware bridging 
research and education communities
− Brokering, facilitation, translation
− “Business to business” services and tools
− Organizational and technical consulting and  co-

development











Existing Partnerships 
that will be continued and/or 
expanded

2007 Targets Other Organizations of Interest

K12 National Science Teachers 
Association (NSTA)

Project Tomorrow

Pathways and their partners

National Council of 
Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM)

International Society for Technology in 
Education (ISTE)

Council of State Science Supervisors (CS3)

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

The Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM)

State Educational Technology Directors 
Association (SETDA)

Higher Ed Pathways and their partners

Advanced Technologies in 
Education Research Centers 
(ATERC)

EDUCAUSE

Project Kaleidoscope

Merlot

Educational 
Systems

Southern Regional Education 
Board (SREB)

Baltimore County 
Schools

Washington, D.C. 
Schools

21st Century Skills statewide adoption states –
WV, NC



Existing Partnerships 
that will be continued and/or 
expanded

2007 Targets Other Organizations of Interest

Libraries American Association of 
School Librarians

American Libraries Association

Association of College and Research Libraries
OCLC

Informal Education Exploratorium

New York Hall of Science

Lawrence Hall of Science

Association of Science and 
Technology Centers

American Museum of 
Natural History



Existing Partnerships 
that will be continued and/or 
expanded

2007 Targets Other Organizations of Interest

Digital Libraries Fedora Commons Digital Library 
Federation (DLF)

Open Repositories Community

MIT Media Lab

CNI

Federal Agencies 
and Federally-
funded Networks

NSF 
(including EHR, OCI, OLPA, 
Research Directorates)

National Digital Information 
Infrastructure and Preservation 
Program (NDIIPP) – including 
Library of Congress and Institute 
for Museum and Library Services 
(IMLS)

Engaging People In 
Cyberinfrastructure (EPIC)

Advanced Technologies 
in Education Research 
Centers (ATERC)

NSF Research Centers 
Education Network 
(NRCEN)

NSF Math-Science Partnerships

NASA 

Institute for Museum and Library Services 
(IMLS)



Existing Partnerships 
that will be continued and/or 
expanded

2007 Targets Other Organizations of Interest

Corporate MMH*
Yahoo

Apple Learning Management Systems
Google

Foundations Hewlett Mellon
McArthur

Other AAAS
Education Development Center

Publishers Details from Mike Luby

Collection 
Development

Details from Ann Miller





Just-In-Time Content Resources for 
Elementary Teachers
A collaborative project with 
Macmillan/McGraw-Hill



SREB

SREB Learning Object Repository
Virtual Schools Initiative
Possible initiatives around Middle 
Grades, Community Colleges, Schools 
of Education
K-12 and school librarian professional 
development
EvaluTech Portal

3300 school districts

800 colleges & universities



SchoolNet

K12 data management solution
Users want access to content 
embedded within the platform
?







IPY

Cyberzine focused on science + literacy 
for elementary grades
Includes use of Expert Voices
Editorial and selection services
User customization and podcasting
experiments
EPO function for NSF





Emerging implications

Need for selection, editorial, and 
contextualization services
Need for longer, more diverse, and 
more tailored professional development 
offerings
Sharing selected metadata from the 
NDR out to other sites?



Potential Areas of concentration

Diversity / underrep / broadening partic
Schools of education
Rss feeds / podcasts
Education and public outreach arm for 
NSF
Evaluating impact



Webmetrics
What Mick has been doing:
-Omniture reporting on a monthly basis.  Basic numbers of visitors to 

nsdl.org and 6 pilot project sites, with general interpretation.  Other 
data by request.

-recently added click density

During Transition
-continue to use Omniture, click density, surveys
-create a webmetrics analysis team within CI who will meet monthly to 

discuss nsdl.org usage data
-continue to work with PW and other projects to run Omniture on 

additional sites
-create a plan to coordinate metrics across PW

Long-term
-an in-house evaluator would become part of the webmetrics analysis 

team, but this would not be the new person’s primary focus.



User Testing

What Mick has been doing:
Mick has conducted user testing as needed around website 

redesign, re-engineering search and was in the process of 
assembling a pool of people for ad hoc user testing.

During Transition
Implement the ad hoc group for tests around SMS, educational 

standards, and search by audience that will be needed in the 
next several months.

Long-term
Small-scale user testing would be part of the new evaluator’s 

responsibilities. Larger-scale testing would be outsourced on an 
as-needed basis.

Explore need / opportunities to coordinate user-testing centrally



Coordination with PW and other 
projects on non-webmetrics evaluation
What Mick has been doing:
Mick had been planning to convene the PW evaluators at Aug. 1-2 

meeting in Boulder to begin creating processes for sharing eval data 
across PW. This meeting was postponed.

During Transition
Reschedule the PW evaluators meeting in the fall. 

There had been some discussion about Mick initiating a meta-analysis 
of the eval work from Targeted Research and other NSDL-funded 
projects. In the absence of a FT person to do this now, I propose 
bringing those projects together for a 1-2 day meeting.

Long-term
Creating plans and processes for coordinating with partners on 

evaluation would become a key focus area for a new evaluator



Educational Impact
What Mick has been doing:
This hasn’t really been addressed.

During Transition
Create a working group with CI, PW, and other key partners

As part of the preparation of a ME proposal, consider the possibility of focusing 
our evaluation of educational impact on assessing changes in educator’s 
pedagogic content knowledge.  This would include aspects of content 
knowledge, process knowledge, and best practices for how to teach STEM 
topics, including the use of 21st century tools and skills.

Long-term
Develop a long-term plan for assessing educational impact in a manner that is 

iterative and that informs the design and operations of NSDL

Strand Map Service as centerpiece



NSDL as Talent Agency

What are your big 3 areas of need?
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